
 

 

Grace-in-Practice:  Meditating on Scripture 

 

Why Meditation? Slowing down and intentionally reflecting on the truth of God is a powerful 

and biblical practice as we partner with the Holy Spirit in Life-Transforming Pursuit of Jesus.  In 

fact, Don Whitney, a professor who has long studied and taught on Christian spiritual 

disciplines, suggests that we should "Read less (if necessary) in order to meditate more... It's 

better to read a small amount of Scripture and meditate on it than to read an extensive section 

without meditation.” 

What is Meditation?  J. I. Packer says that meditation is the practice of turning each truth we 

learn about God into matter for reflection before God, leading to prayer and praise to God.  

Meditation is CHEWING - taking ample time to think over a short scripture, day after day. It is 

pondering and reviewing scripture by mulling them over in one's mind and heart.  Meditation 

is also ANALYZING what that short scripture passage says – considering each word, checking 

context and meaning, asking questions.  Meditation is also ACTION: “Holding the Word of God 

in your heart until it has affected every phase of your life” – according to author and pastor 

Andrew Murray. Others say it is turning words into thoughts and thoughts into action; asking, 

‘What is the next step of obedience that God is calling you to as you consider this scripture?’ 

How to Meditate on Scripture: 

1) Pray as you go. Ask God for wisdom and understanding and to be filled with the Holy Spirit. 

2) Read a chunk of scripture. Select a short passage (a verse or two) for meditation.  
For example:  if you were reading in Galatians 2, you might pick Galatians 2:20 to mediate on for a 

number of days.  “I have been crucified with Christ and I no longer live, but Christ lives in me. The life I 

now live in the body, I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me.” 

3) Begin to memorize the verse. Write it down in sort of an outline form with lots of room to 

note questions and definitions and thoughts. 

4) Emphasize.  Say the verse(s) out loud taking turns to emphasize a different word each time. 

Think about the entire passage and the words within it.  
For example: as you memorize Galatians 2: 20 and chew it over; speak each phrase out loud repeatedly 

– emphasizing each word a number of times. What truth is illuminated as you do that? 

CHRIST lives in me … Christ LIVES in me … Christ lives IN me… Christ lives in ME 

5) Define – look up the meanings of the words (even the familiar ones). Take notes. 

6) Context – the meaning of a verse resides in its context. Read the bigger context again 

(passage / chapter / book). What is the main point, how is that reflected in this verse? 

7) Ask Questions: ask some observations questions (who, what, where, when, why, how). 

What is the author intending to say here? What is confusing? Ask some opinion questions: 



What do you like? What might be troubling to some people? What is surprising about it? 

Ask some application questions: what does this teach about God? What does this teach 

about people? Me? How to live?  What is the next step of obedience that God is calling me 

to? 

8) Study - do a word study (look up other verses that contain the same words). Read the 

cross references. Find an answer to your questions.  Read some study notes.  

9) Continue to memorize and speak and write and think about the verse. Until it really sinks 

in and you know it deeply.   Get creative: draw the verse and your thoughts about it. 

10) Pray & Worship: Praise. Repent. Ask. Thanks. Yield. Pray more about this scripture and 

what you are learning. Celebrate God in light of that truth. Agree with God about your sin 

and selfishness and idols. Repent with confession and turning away from sin while turning 

to Jesus. Ask God to help others and yourself.  Give thanks to God. Surrender to Jesus as 

ruler of every area of life – accepting who you are in Christ, enjoying His love, asking for 

the Holy Spirit and trusting Him to sustain you. 

 

Meditation with kids: 

• Keep it short:  match the length of the scripture to their age. Maybe tackle one phrase 

instead of the entire verse.   
For example: For Galatians 2: 20 you could focus just on the final phrase,  

“I live by faith in the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me.” 

• Act out the phrase 

• Draw each idea of the phrase and draw a picture of the whole phrase. 

• Memorize the phrase together. Make it a game.   

• Brainstorm some questions that people might have about this phrase. Investigate the 

answers together.  

• Emphasize (give a ‘boost’) to the different words of the phrase by assigning each word 

to a different person and then when they get to be the ‘booster’ they get to stand up 

and say their word with an outside voice. What new questions, if any, can we think up 

after a round of boosting? 

• Introduce the idea of meditating on truth from the bible using a pack of gum to illustrate 

chewing over an idea for a long time (link to article) 

• Brainstorm and keep a list about what these verses teach us about God and people. 

• Pray together about what we are learning from this verse 

References: 

• Blog with simple steps for meditation including a photo of a journal page (Link) 

• A Primer on Biblical Mediation from Precept Austin:  Link 

• Meditating on God fun object lesson for kids:  link to article 

https://www.selfgrowth.com/articles/meditating-on-god-a-fun-bible-object-lesson-for-your-kids
https://www.stonesoupforfive.com/2015/06/simple-bible-meditation-for-beginners.html
https://www.preceptaustin.org/a_primer_on_meditation
https://www.selfgrowth.com/articles/meditating-on-god-a-fun-bible-object-lesson-for-your-kids

